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PIXEL is your ideal partner for the professional rental of video equipment for events,
permanent installations, and remote content management.
We have been dealing with LED wall rental and installation, assistance, and sales of audiovisual
systems for over 20 years, with cutting-edge technologies.

We are active in Italy, across Europe and in the rest of the world. From our headquarters in Pradamano (Udine), we have been the Friuli Venezia Giulia trailblazers in terms of 24-hour customer
care and the fast assembly of LED walls and screens, according to a vision which is always open
to the future. We provide customized products and services, ensuring the power of visual design
and functionality to manage content on large screens and for their interactivity.
We generate emotions through high-definition images, sounds, animations, and our projects are
based on speed and precision: our mission is to surprise and guarantee a unique visibility experience.

The power of a specialized team and an
available warehouse.
If you are looking for the best solutions in terms of consultancy, planning, audiovisual rental,
LED wall assembly, and support, we can guarantee you a high-quality technology for any kind
of event, thanks to our specialized team.
We offer this solid expertise to shape the image of each company and each project.

Our staff, which is all internal, is constantly trained to achieve the best results by using any
equipment. Our technicians can produce, through teamwork, the most satisfactory results for
your company and your brand image.
Our team guarantees all the support you need nationally and in many cities all over the world,
including Paris, Düsseldorf, Berlin, Munich, Hanover, Frankfurt, Nuremberg, Barcelona, and Madrid. Transport and other services are timely and customized.

Cutting-edge technologies to be successful.
As part of the LED wall rental service, Pixel offers 4k LED monitors from 15 “to 95”, transparent LCDs, interactive video projections, videowall monitors with ultra-thin frames, interactive monitors with touch technology and Totem Touch, VR devices, augmented reality, IN/
OUTDOOR LED screens, Transparent LED walls, LED wall handling equipment, lighting technology and sound engineering.

All systems are ready for use and available in different sizes in our warehouse.
Our company also provides video direction, a simultaneous translation program and mobile/
satellite internet streaming, and remote management service for video content in your installations.
Knowledge and passion for technological innovation inspire Pixel in the continuous search for
new solutions and the constant updating of our products and services, such as customer care
and LED wall assembly and installation.
We use the best available technologies to support each project, and we enhance them according to customers’ needs. We guarantee the servicing of all our devices, which undergo a
complex technical examination before and after each use.

A perfect partner to support you and make
your events unmissable.
We are your perfect partner because we provide everything you need in terms of visual communication in trade shows, meetings, and conferences, fashion shows, outdoor events, company tours, roadshows, permanent installations in offices. museums, homes, showrooms, retail, private, sporting, social, and political events.
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